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ABSTRACT
This study attempts to identify characteristic:: of

college attendees as contrasted with nonattenders through the use of
four carefully selected measurement instruments: (1) the Edwards
Personal Preference Schedule (EPPS); (2) the College Image Scale
(CIS); (3) the Seniot Survey Questionnaire; and (4) the Regents
Scholarship Examination. These instruments were selected because they
either required no individual administration, scheduled test period,
or ninitored facility, or because in the case of the Regent's
examination its annual en masse administration in most New !Cork state
schools. The author was seeking a model which would not add
appreciably to the work of counselors. Numerous differences were
found between attendees and nonattenders using the selected
instrepents. The author suggests that counselors administer those
sections of the EPPS and CIS which measure the discriminating
variables. It is concluded that this project has clearly suggested a
model which may be of use to counselors in giving needed :naividual
attention through expedient time utilization. (TL)
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PREFACE

During the 1967-68 school year, a major study entitled A Longitudinal

sulxgthearriershliesting the Pursuit of Higher Education by New York

State High School Seniors: Phase I,1 was initiated by the Bureau of Research

in Higher and Professional Education. A comprehensive review of the liter-

ature pertaining to this subject may be found in the report of the afore-

mentioned study.

Members of the research team, namely, Helen Bickel Wolfe, Associate;

G. Geraldine Dickson, Asastant; William Pownida, Aide, were responsible

for the development of instruments and communications necessary for the

collection sf appropriate data.

The study presented here was an "off-shoot," eubstudy, or indepth

investigation into one phase of ..t,e primary research project- -the develop-

ment of a model for a technique, useful to counselors, to eadily identify

areas in which students need more information ano guidance.

The pqrpose of this study waa to add another oimension to the informa-

tion gathered by the majc...: longitudinal survey. It is sngglsted that the

reader refer to the findinga of the parent study prior to experimentation

with the techn:qu, described herein.

Special thanks are due to Cle.. E. Wedekind, Director of the Division

of Resecach, for hits encouragemant and support of this project.

The author would like to express her deep gratitude for the able

statistical assistance repiered by R. Lloyd Murdock.

A special acknowledgment is made to the administrators, the school

consultants, and the participating seniors for their it..aluable service and

cooperation.

Phase II anticipated publication date January 1971.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The question of student group identities and characteristics has been

under careful and frequent investigation for the past decade. The descrip-

tion of the college or university student has been undertaken more exten-

sively than that of any other group. Erikson (1959, 1963) and Sanford

(1962) forged the way with research on the problem of identity; status,

personality, and environment were the phenomena of the cor.- entrated studies

by Robert Pace (1966). The major or key words in all of these studies seems

to be 'identifying characteristics" when related to the particular group or

sample studied.

The emphasis on studies pertaining to higher education has shifted

drastically since 1960. Educators are now concerned with the high school

or college dropout and the waste of talent and 1pportunWes for the devel-

opment of manpower resources by many young people who have the ability to

pursue higher education successfully, but do not elect to do so.

The President's Committee on Education Beyond the High School (1957)

dwelled specifically on the problem: "Why some capable students do not

continue their education after high school." In 1961, the Beezer and Hyilm

study reported.

There is a need to create new programs, and to
expand the scope of those already in existence,
to identify and motivate promising students who
are not likely to attend college.

School psychologists, principals, parents, admission officers, counsel-

ors, and those interested in the enrichment and development of our country's

natural human resources have expressed the need for information and programs

designed to increeee the flow of the academically capable students from

high school to college.



ReseaLchers have responded to the call of government and education.

National studies have been conducted, as well e instituted, by the states

of Arkansas, Indiana, and Wisconsin in search of programs designed to

increase this flow of the academically capable.

Thic study was an attempt to identify the characteriJtics of college

attenders as cppcsed to nonattenders: to distinguish between the two and

thus enable the counselors to help the potential nonattenders who can be

identified. The problem, do college attenders possess the same character-

istics as nonattenders, was investigated in an effort to contribute useful

information to aid the counselor and the educator to understand and stimu-

late students toward the goal of greatest possible intellectual, social,

and economic fulfillment. The specific aim of the study was to yield in-

formation concerning New York State youth who have not availed themselves

of the college experience. The results will be a etep toward the develop-

ment of a useful tool for the educators, the counselors, the psychologists,

the sociologists, the lawmakers, and all others who follow the creed of the

New York State Univer.qty motto: "Let Each Become All That He Is Capable

of Being."

It is recognized that this study will he only the initial investigation

...Lo this technique development. area. The findings of this study will have

to be validated by duplication making use of a much larger and broader base

of sampling. Its :findings will have to be tested through experimentation

and implementation by counselors in school systems. All of these are

recognized by the author, and once again, it is expressed that this is

primarily the pilot study which will need a larger indepth followup study

in order to yield useful results. Hence, it is a beginning point in the

development of a technique and the results are of limited immediate useful-

ness.
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DEFINITION OY TERMS AS USED IN THIS STUDY:

College-- The term college, as used in this study, refers to any

institution which offers an associate or baccalaureate

degree. The term college incorporates the university,

as well as the 2-year institution. It includes all

accredited ibstitutions offering a program leading to

a recognized degree.

College Attenders-- This te:m applies to tv.,se students who are

enrolled and actively engaged In full-time studies

leading to a degree in the fall semester following

high school graduation.

College NonattendrIts-- This term is used in reference to those

students who are not engaged la full-time studies

leading to a degree in the fall semester following

high se-mol graudation.

OBJECTIVES:

Thn major objectives of the stud;. were:

1. To study the relationship of college attendance in the

State of New York to scholastic aptitude and achievement

(as measured by the Regents Scholarship Examination or

State University Admissions Examination), college image

(as measured by the College Image Scale developed by

Bailey and his associates in 1966 et West Virginia

University), attitude (as measured by the Edwarda

Personal Preference Schedule), and socioeconomic cul-

tural factors (as reported on the Senior Survey

Questionnaire) of selectd graduating seniors. The

-3-
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review of literature shows that some of these ; variables

have been related to college attendance in other studies.

2. To identify the characteristics of college attenders as

opposed t, nonattenders; to distinguish between the two

and thus to enable counselors to group the potential

nonattenders who can be identified.

3. To examine the interrelationships among the variables used

in the study; to ascertain which variables or groups of

variables measure the same characteristic.

Questions:

In order to meet the objectives listed above, the answers to the

following questions were sought through the analysis of the data:

1. Do high school seniors who enter college the following fall

wonstrate signific5ntly different (p>.01) scores than

those who do not enter college in the fall on:

1) The Regents Scholarship Examination?

2) T.1e College Image Scale?

3) The Edwards Personal Preference Schedule?

2. Do the social and family demographic factors in the backgrounds

of students relate to their attending college or not attending?

3. Do the same characteristics describe both the male and the

female college attendee?

4. Are goals which are expressed prior to high school graduation

implemented?

5. Can the plans of peers be related to college attendance or

nonattendance?

-4-
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6. Is parental academic achievement related to college

attendance or nonattendance?

a. Is the educational level achieved by the mother

related to probable college attendance or non-

attendance?

b. Is the educational level achieved by the father

related to probable college attendance or non-

attendance?

7. Which variable(s) discriminate(s) most highly between

the college attender and nonattender?

8. Can e method be suggested to help counsalors$redice'which

nior high school students are 6.6-it likely to attend or

not attend college?

REVIEW .v LITERATURE:

If your plan is for o..e year, plant rice;
for ten years, plant trees;
for a hundred years, educate men. ---Confucius

The American public has come to realize the urgent need and demand for

increased numbers of college-trained personnel. Emphasis on the support

for higher education is greater today than ever before in history (Stroup

1959, Smith 1960, Beezer 1961). The problems of students in institutions

of higher learning are under constant scrutiny and research (Jacob 1957,

Pace 1966, Sanford 1962), Although large numbers of capable high school

students are annually being attracted to our colleges and universities,

there at) many academically endowed youth who do not continue their
: ;

education beyond the secondary level (Beezer 1961, West 1963). The problem

of the dropout, the waste or underutilization of human talents has borne

extensive investigation (Wright 1959, Bridgman 1959).

-5-
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For at least 35 years, there has been an awareness of the need for a

program of research which would yield facttal information about the nature

and flistribution of human talents and how to assist individuals to identify,

develop, and use them. In recent years, great intellectual effort and high

financial expenditures have been expanded to discover the causes for the

lack of development in that portion of society which is obviously talented

and academically capable of going on to college but does not (Flanagan

1964).

Donald S. Bridgman's study (1959), which was supported by the National

Science Foundation,concluded that the successful college attender was one

who planned to seek higher education immediately after graduation. He

states:

It appears possible to regard the full-time
college entrants except or those with inter-
vening military service, as a group which in
general, goes from high school to college with-
out interruption.

Bailey's (1966) investigation entitled Characteristics of High School

Seniors as Related to Subsequent College Attendance studied the youth of

the Appalachian Region of West Virginia.

A sample of 1,698 high school seniors, representative of the area,

was used for the study. A battery of tests (the Scholastic College Ability

Test (SCAT), McClelland's Need Achievement Test, and the College Image

Scale) was administered. The following fall, a followup of the students

was conducted to identify those who went to college. Results showed that

"...the most- likely variable to be changed is college expectations." The

author emphasized this by reporting that "...it seems evident that College

Expectation is the only major variable that we can alter, which will make

a difference in terms of our predicting whether or not one will be in the

group of tnoze who will attend college."

-6-
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McAvoy (1966) did a related study based on the research findings of

Bailey (1966) for the purpose of analj:rming'the extent to which I,Igh school

graduates of varying social-economic levels who went to college differ from

their peers in regard to trait, motivation, and perceptual variables of

personality. McAvoy found that; (1) subjects from the upper socioeconomic

level differed from the noncollege subjects in achievement only; (2) middle

socioeconomic level college subjects differed from noncollege subjects in

achievement, motivation, academic self-concept, and college perception;

(3) lower-socioeconomic college subjects differed from noncollege subjects

in academic Self- concept and their perception of college, and the belief of

the costs of attending college; (4) upper and lower-socioeconomic level

attenders differed from each other in academic self-concept and perception

of college life. (They were similar on all other variables.)

One major conclusion of the author was that the findings implied;

"...that going to college is related directly to personality variables and

not to economic factors."

West (1963) stated that financial aid is a major factor in college

attendance by the able, and expressed his agreement with the establishment

of Federal aid to students. Studies Ly Smith, Mathany, and Hills (1960)

supported the opposing position that cultural and motivational factors were

more important than family finances in relation to college attendance. Their

research has also shown that college attendance is most heavily dependent

on ability and acadqmic achievement.

Additional sources of reference research are reported in The New York

State Education Department's publication, A Longitudinal Study of the

Barriers Affecting the Pursuit of Higher Education by New York State High

School Seniors: Phase I.
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II. METHODS AND PROCEDURES

POPULATION:

The population for this study was New York State seniors from

selected schools, who were designated for June 1968 graduation and were

attending publicly supported schools.

SAMPLE SELECTION:

The study sample was selected by the process known as "incidental

sampling." Incidental sampling, as defined by Garrett (1966), is that

technique that "...is applied to those groups which are used chiefly

because they are easily or readily obtainable."

The initial sample of seniors was made in the following manner:

(1) all seniors from the selected schools were eligible to be tested on

all variables, (2) the fall followup information further defined the sample

by supplying the data as to who was in attendance at college and who was

not. The sample vas then broken into two parts (groups): (a) those who

attend college and (b) those who do not attend college.

It was further segmented by sex. The four groups studied were male

attenders, male nonattenders, female attenders, and female nonattenders.

Three hundred and fifty-eight seniors were initially tested. Upon

completion of the fall followup, 340 seniors were designated as acceptable

subjectt for the study, i.e., data on all 25 variables were available along

with group designation information. This 95 percent of the original sample

is the basis of all analyses.

-8-
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Table 1.

Sample Composition Designated by School, Sex, and Group

School
Number

Attenders Nonattenders Unclassified*
Male Female Male A_Female Male Female Total
N % N % N % N % N iN % N %

99.9

100.1

100.1

100.1

99.9

100.0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

11

6

33

5

33

6

5

28.2

1

20.7

30.3

19.2

32.7

13.3

55.6

21

3

17

3

24

10

3

53.8

10.3

15.6

11.6

23.8

22.2

33.3

2

7

17

8

19

7

0

1

1

1

1

A

5.1

24.1

15.6

30.7

18.8

15.6

0

5

13

321

9

211

19

1

12.8

44.8

29.4

34.6

20.8

42.2

11.1

01

OJ

5

l

21

21

Oil

0
li

0

4.6

4.0

2.0

4.4

0

R

OH

01

51

01

2[1

11

01

0

0

0

4.6

0

2.0

2.2

0

1

391---9-9.9

29

109d

26r

101

45

9i

Total
Groups 99 81 60 100 10 8 358

*Unclassified -incomplete data could not be used in study.

SAMPLE DESCRIPTIONt

The sample of 340 high school seniors (159 boys and 181 girls, (class

of 1968) was taken from seven high schools dispersed throughout New York

State. Graduating classes ranged in size from 25 to 220 and were located

in areas whose population ranged from 964 to 130,000.

Each of the seven schools and the communities in which these schools

are located are described to allow the reader to draw his own conclusions

as to the population to which the reported findings can be generalized.

-9-
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All seniors and school administrators were guaranteed complete

anonymity when approached to participate in the study. Therefore, the

schools shall be designated only by the use of arabic numbers to facilitate

discussion.

Table 2

Participating Seniors* According to School, Sex, and Group

SchoolNumberN%N%N%N%
Attenders Nonattenders

Total
Subjects

7 of
Grand
Total

Male Female Male Female
Group A Group B Group C Group D

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

11

6

33

5

33

6

5

11.1

6.1

33.3

5.1

33.3

6.1

5.1

21

3

17

3

24

10

3

25.9

3.7

21.0

3.7

29.6

12.3

3.7

2

7

17

8

19

7

0

3.3

11.7

18.3

13.3

31.7

11.7

0

5

13

32

9

21

19

1

5.0

13.0

32.0

9.0

21.0

19.0

1.0

39

29

99

25

97

42

9

11.5

8.5

29.1

7.4

28.5

12.4

2.6
Total
**
%

1 99 100.0

29.1

81 99.9

23.8

60 100.0

17.7

100 100.0

29.4

340 100.0

*
95.9% of original sample able to be used in analyses

**Percent of Total Subjects used in the study (340).
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School 01. School one is located in the heart of a large city. It

is affiliated with a teacher-training institution and

designated a laboratory or campus school. Instruction

is authorized for grades 7 through 12. Of the 72 seniors

(36 male, 36 female), 39 (13 male, 26 female) participated

in the study.

School #2. School two is located several miles outside a large city

in the hub of a tricity complex. It is located in an

Independent Union Free School District (75 in State), i.e.,

a district established to provide elementary and secondary

education, which has a population of 4,500 and is adminis-

tered by an appointed superintendent. Twenty-nine (13 male,

16 female) students constituted the senior class; all par-

ticipated in the study.

School #3. School three is located in a community which has a population

of 4,630. It is in an Independent Central School District

(116 in the State) in the central western section of the State.

This school services 1,746 (K through 12) pupils. Ninety-nine

(50 male, 49 female) of the 128 seniors are included in the

study.

School #4. School four is located in the most northwestern section of

the State. It is in an unincorporated rural community

which has a population of 964. school has facilities

for gr des K through 12, supplying services for 377 students.

It is in a Union Free School District (92 in State). All

25 seniors (13 male, 12 female) participated in the study.

8



School #5. School five is located in a CatsLill Mountain incorporated

village. The community has a population of 5,000. This

Central School District (374 in State) facility serves

approximately 2,000 students in grades K through 12.

Ninety-seven (52 male, 45 female) of the 118 graduates

participated in the study.

School #6. School six is in a community of 1,900 people located in

the northwest section of the State. It is in a Central

School District (374 in State) and serves 2,500 students

grades K through 12. Forty-two (13 male, 29 female) of

the 93 eligible seniors participated.

School #7. School seven is located in a suburban community of 8,500

people. It is in a Central School District (374 in State).

Only 9 (5 male, 4 female) of the several hundred eligible

seniors participated,

INSTRUMENTATION:

The instruments used to measure those variables related to college

attendance were

1. The College i'ylge Scale.

This instrument's "...primary purpose is co measure

the students' impression of or opinion about college."

This scale was designed, tested, and used by the

research team invoed in the U.S. (Mee of Education,

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare's Coopera-

tive Research Project No. 2152 conducted in West

Virginia, This scale consists of 84 alternate-choice

items divided into seven categories composed of 12

-12-
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items each. The seven areas measuring college attitude

are:

(a) Vocational (e) Social

(b) Financial (f) Status

(c) Intellectual (g) Difficulty

(0) Iudependence

2. The Regents Scholarship Examination or the State University

of New York Admission Examination.

3. The Edwards Personal Preference Schedule measured the

following variables:

(a) Achievement (i) Dominance

(b) Deference (j) Abasement

(c) Order - (k) Nurturance

(d) Exhibition (1) Change

(e) Autonomy (m) Endurance

(f) Affiliation (n) Heterosexuality

(g) Intraception (o) Aggression

(h) Succorance

4. The Personal Questionnaire or Senior Survey. This instru-

ment was designed by the members of the New York State

Education Department. It was pretested and administered

to 10,000 seniors when gathering information for the

1967-63 longitudinal study cited in the preface.

5. The Fall Followup Questionnaire.

Samples of these instruments and/or detailed descriptions are presented

in the Appendix.

-13-
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ADMINISTRATION:

During the spring semester, a letter requesting the cooperation of

the high school principals, guidance counselors, and superintendents was

sent to the schools. A post card was enclosed on which the principal

was asked to indicate his desire r.?gardiag the participation of the seniors

in the school. He was also asked to name a consultant to work with the

project and to indicate the number of seniors in his school. After a

period of 2 weeks had elapsed, the principal was contacted via phone if no

reply had been received.

Packets were prepared containing items 1, 3, and 4 named in the pre-

. vious section. One packet for each senior was mailed to the school consul-

tant along with a copy of administration instructions.

All senior class members of the schools selected were eligible to be

tested, The College Image Scale (approximately 30 minutes) and the Senior

Survey Personal Questionnaire (approximately 30 minutes) were to be com-

pleted by the student during his free time.

The Edwards Personal Preference Schedule was given under the supervi-

sion of the consultant. It was requested that the IBM answer sheets be

placed by the students into their packets before sealing. The booklets

were under the governance of the consultant.

The Regents Scholarship Examination scores (Aptitude and Achievement)

were eotained from the New York :Late Education Department records.

The following fall, a student followup was conducted to identify those

students who attended or did not attend college.

On the Senior Survey, the students had been asked for their permanent

address and that of their parents. A questionnaire (Appendix F) was sent

to the address indicated on the Senior Survey requesting the student's

- 14 -
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present address. At the end of 2 weeks, another post card was sent to

those who had not replied.

As the addresses were received, a followup questionnaire (approximately

10 minutes) was sent to each of the students in the sample. At the end of

3 weeks, another questionnaire was sent to those who had not responded.

Since practically all colleges require a high school transcript of

classes and grades befo.e entrance, a doublecheck as to those attending

college was made by contacting the high school counselors.

A final attempt to secure the followup information was made by sending

a one-page questionnaire (Appendix G) to the registrars of the accepting

colleges indicated previously by students on the Senior Survey.
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III. ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

As previously stated, college attenders and nonattenders weLe grouped

by sex. Curing the past few years, much has been written concerning college.

attendance by males as a means of avoiding the draft. Taking into consid-

eration the possible criticism the results might face with regard to this

factor, it was decided during the planning stages that additional bLnefits

would be gained by analyzing the sample as stratified by sex.

The 15 variables measured by the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule,

the seven variables produced by the College Image Scale, and the two scores

(aptitude and achievement) from the Regents Scholarship Examination, and the

Social Position as computed from the Hollingshead Two ?actor Index of Social

Position Formula (Appendix I) were studied relative to college attendance.

The major statistical techniques employed were: the "t" test applied

to the differeme between the means of the independent groups, point biserial

correlation, and a multiple linear regression analysis.

THE COLLEGE IMAGE SCALE

The College Image Scale was used in an attempt to distinguibh the

difference between the college and noncollege groups as measured by seven

riables. A "t" test was applied to the difference between the means of

the independent groups.
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Table 3

College Image "t" ValuesDifferentiating
Male Attenders frGm Male Nonattenders

College Image
Categories

ttenders(N=99)Nonattenders(N=60)
X S.D. X S.D.

"t"

value Relationships

Independence 8.51 3.05 7.05 3.78 4.7516 Nonattendereg,attenders

Financial 3.10 2.46 3.92 4.52 2.58* Nonattenders>attenders

Difficulty_ 7.12 2.33 6.80 2.43 1.27 Nonattenders4attenders

Intellectual
and Cultural 8.58 4.14 8.1? 5.80 1.09 Nonattenders( attenders

Nonattenders>attendersVocational 6.68 4.43 7.02 4.27 1.05

Sccial 8.35 5.29 8.12 4.44 ).66 Nonattenders4;attenders

Socioeconomic
statue 6.02 3.26 6.1? 3.94 ).31 Nonattenders>attenders

*Significant at .01 level

Whsn the "t" values for the seven College Image categories were ranked

for male subjects, "independence" ranked highest in yielding a significant

mean difference ("t"4.75). The males that attended college viewed it as a

freeing experience when In high school. Those that did not attend college,

prior to graduation viewed extended educatio.' as a prolongation of rules--a

continued in loco parentis situation.

Males ranked the financial category second as a significant variable.

Nonattenders thought college attendance very dependent on finances. Those

male subjects that attended college did not feel that money was necessarily

needed or important to gain a college education. All other categories,

though found not statistically significant, are ranked and shown in

Table 3.
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Table 4

College Image "t" Values Differentiating
Female Attenders from Female Nonattenders

College Image ttenders(N0,81)NonaLtenders(N=100)
Categories X

r

S.D. X S.D.

'Fir

vnlue Relationships

Vocational 5.42 4.37 6.89 3.94 4.8Pletionattenders>attenders

4.240g1NonattendersInderendence 8.80 3.41 7.55 4.53 attenders

Financial 3.05 2.12 3.72 :.79 2.8 Nonattenders)attenders

Difficulty 6.95 2.67 7.04 2.:'8 0,37

0.24

INonattenders.:?attenders

Nonattenders>atterders
Socioeconomic

status 5.42 3.45 5.49 2.97

Intellectual
and Cultural. 9.36 4.21 9.40 2.75 0.15 Nonattenders>attendIrs

Nonattenders>attendersSocial 8.53 3.55 8,56 3,23 10.11

*
Significant at .01 level

The means and variances of the two female groups are ranked by the

"t" values and illustrated in Table 4. Only those with significant dif-

ferences are discussed.

A "t" score of 4.81 for the difference between the means of the two

female groups was found to rank first. The senior girls that attached

great importance to the vocational aspects of college training tended not

to go. Those students who viewed college as an educational growth exper-

ience went on to bighei. education.

Independence was the second ranked variable of significant difference

between the female groups. As with their male counterparts, the females who

perceived college as a way of attaining independence were more likely to

attend.
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Female nonattenders also agreed with male nonattenders in the view

that college attendance was dependent on financial resources. The mean

difference between the female attenders and nonattenders yielded a "t"

score of 2.88 which was ranked as the third most significant variable

measured by the College Image Scale.

The differences in variability among groups is a matter of considerable

importance. The difference between the two standard deviatio.A PA- male

attenders and male nonattenders on the "financial" variable is 4.69 and is

sig.....icant beyond the .01 level. It is assummed with confidence that the

male nonattenders are 'lore variable in general than the male attenders.

The difference of standard elviation between attenders and nonattenders

measured by the "intellectual and cultural" variable is significant beyond

the .01 level for both ma?es and females. Female attenders are more

variable (3.75) in general than female nonattenders; and male nonattenders

are more variable (2.68) than male attenders.

The critical ratio of the difference between the female standard

deviations of 3.41 (attenders) and 4.53 (nonattenders) for the "independence"

category is 2.67. This obtained difference is significant beyond the .01

level; and it may be stated with confidence that on the "independence" test

nonattender females are more variable than are the attender females.
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REGENT SCHOLARSHIP EXAMINATION (RSE)

Aptitude and achievement scores were generated from the Regents

Scholarship Examination. The raw scores were then coded into an 11-point

scale for ease in statistical manipulation. Each point of the scale

encompassed a range of 10 raw score points (refer Appendix A).

Table 5

Aptitude and Achievement "t" Values for
Male-Female Attenders and Nonattenders

Sex

Aptitude
"t"

value

Achievement
"t"

valueAttender NonattenderAttender Nonattender

Male

Female

99

81

6.17

6.17

60

100

3.82

2.59

2.22*

10.9

99

81

6.96

6.86

60

100

3.32

2.90

8.22*

10.57*

*
Significant at .01 level

The difference between the means of the male and female groups of

attenders and nonattenders when measured by the "t" test were significant.

The male and female college attenders have a mean raw score within

the range of 70 to 79 points on the aptitude, as well as the achievement

section of the RSE. The complementing group of nonattenders scored within

the range of 20 to 39 raw score points on both rections.
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THE EDWARDS PERSONAL PREFERENCE SCHEDULE

The Edwards Personal Preference Schedule was used to measure 15

variables. Table 6 shows that the variable "heterosexuality" was the most

distinguishing between male attenders and nonattenders. Male college

Table 6

Ranked Male - Female "t" Values for the
Edwards Personal Preference Schedule Variables

(Attender Minus Nonattender)

Variable'

Male Female

Rank "t" value Rank "t" value

Achievement 8 0.92 5 1.84

Deference 4 2.23** 3 2.36**

Order 6 1.41 1 3.06*

Exhibition 14 0.08 10 1.52

Autonomy 2 2.67* 4 1.85

Affiliation 10 0.46, 15 0.05

Intraception 5 1.44 9 1.52

Succorance 7 1.29 2 2.86*

Dominance 15 0.07 8 1.E9

Abasement 9 0.75 6 1.76

Nurturance 11 0.33 7 1.73

Change 12 0.18 14 0.80

Endurance 3 2.42** 11 1.36

Heterosexuality 1 2.77* 12 1.17

Anreasion 13 0.09 13 0.96

1 Definitions may be found in Appendia J
*
Significant at .01 level

**Significant at .05 level
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attenders appeared to have a fre r and more active association with their

female peers than did male nonattenders.

A greater amount of freedom and independence was exhibited by male

attenders when compared to nonattenders as significant difference was

indicated by the "autonomy" variable.

Female nonattenders displayed a stronger need for organization and

advanced planning than college attenders did when the variable "order" was

considered.

The female attenders displayed a higher mean score on the "auccorance"

variable than did the college nonattendern. The girls who attended college

seemed to need supportive assistance from peers, family, and teachers. This

need for understanding and affection was ranked second when distinguishing

the two groups by "t" values.

THE FAMILY SOCIAL POSITION

Table 7

Social Position "t" Values for
Male-Female Attendere and Nonattenders

Sex Attenders Nonattenders "t" value

It w
.
X N

Male .

Female

3.15

3.28

99

81

4.13

4.09

60

100

6.24*

5.32*

*Significant at .01 level

The Social Position scores were arranged on a continuum, or, to be

more precise, divided into fi. group of scores. The five social classes

(1-highest, 5-lowest) were sotttally computed scores designated to be in a
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particular range segment. The scores within the range were treated as a

unit (Appendix I).

Male and female attenders had group means which placed them in the

middle class when the Hollingshead Two Factor Index of Social Position was

applied to the data gained from questions 55 and 57 (in some cases 56) of

the Senior Survey (Appendix B). A significant difference from the nears

of their comparable groups was noted (p .01). Both male and female non-

attender scores fell into social class four, yielding a difference of one

full range. This data shows that the occupational position and educational

level of the head of the household has a directional bearing on college

attendance.

SENIOR SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

Investigation of prior research had indicated that demographic and

sociological factors, such as peer groups, family size, future educational

expectations, scholarship awards, parents' educational level, have had an

effect on student college attendance (Lavin 1965).

An analysis of the data gathered by the Senior Survey Questionnaire

showed the relationship of some of these factors to college attendance.

Ten queatiohs had initially been selected and predicted answers

designated for them. A predicted answer, when matched by the student, was

thought to indicate hie college attending behavior. Listed in Tables 8

and 9 are predicted answers, the rank, and the difference (in percent)

between the attender and nonattender groups. The complete list of tallies

and percentages for the responses to the questionnaire may be found in

Appendix B.
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Table 8

Difference Between College and Noncollege Males as to
Percent Answering Senior Survey Questions as to Prior Prediction

Question
Number Predicted Answer * Rank

Difference i
Percent **

1 Plan to continue my education 1 64.6

23 Willing to borrow money to help pay
for education 2 50.7

55 Father had at least graduated from
high school 3 31.8

41 Majority of friends going to
college 4 31.2

8 Followed a college-preparatory high .

school sequence 5 29.1

62 Parents actively encouraged
con-anued education 6 22.0

49 Awarded a New York State
Scholarship 7 20.3

56 Mother had at least graduated from
high school 8 18.5

52 Family had two or fewer siblings 9 14.2

58 Mother worked full time outside
the home 10 - 0.7

*
Predicted answer is the answer thought to indicate college attending

Uhavior and enable one to predict that a student would attend college.
Differences in Percent equal percent college minus percent noncollege

responding according to prediction. Complete results reported in
Appendix B.

As expected, the expressed plan to continue education was the primary

factor distinguishing the two male groups. Of the two groups, 64.6 percent

more of the college attenders had expressed a plan to do so.
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14e second ranked factor was the willingness to borrow money. Approx-

imately 51 percent more of those boys who actually went to college expressed

a willingness to borrow funds to pay for their education.

The comparison of the two groups showed that 32 percent more of the

male attenders had fathers who had at least graduated from high school.

The comparison also revealed that 31 percent more of the college group

than of the noncollege group reported that the majority of their friends

were going to college.

A college-preparatory high school sequence was followed by 29.1 percent

more of the male college attenders than nonattenders.

Active encoueagement by parents of continued education was the sixth

ranking variable. Ninety-two percent of the college group had parents who

encouraged college attendance, while 70 percent of the noncollege group's

parents were actively promulgating advanced education.

Twenty-five percent of the college attender group reported having a

New York State Scholarship, as opposed to 5 percent of the noncollege group

being ruch recipients.

Mother's education was the eighth ranked variable, Approximately 19

percent more of the attender group than of the nonattender group irlicated

that their mothers had graduated from high school.

In the attender group, 57.6 percent had between zero and two children

in the family, while the nonattender group reported 43 percent. More than

half of the college goers were from small families,; the opposite may be

said of the nongoers.

The 10th ranked variable showed that more mothers of the nonattender

group individuals were employed full time outside the home than the attender

group. For all practical purposes, mothers of both gaups seem to work full

time to the acme degree.
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Table 9

Difference between College and Noncollege Females as to
Percent Answering Senior Survey Questions as to Prior itediction

Question
Number Predicted Answer * Rank

Difference 4.n
Percent **

Plan to continue my education 1 68.0

8 Followed a college-preparatory high
school sequence 2 58.9

23 Willing to borrow money to help pay
for education 3 46.5

55 Father had at least graduated from
high school 4 36.1

41 Majority of friends going to college 5 33.1

56 Mother had at least graduated from
high school 6 29.2

62 Parents actively encouraged
continued education 7 25.7

49 Awarded a New York State
Scholarship 8 22.7

52 Family had two or fewer siblings 9 16.0

58 Mother worked full time outside the
home 10 - 9.0

*Predicted answer is the answe. thought to indicate college attending
behavior and enable one to predict that a student would attend college.
**Differences in Percent equal percent college minus percent noncollege
responding according to prediction. Complete results reported in
Appendix C.

Sixty-eight perceflt more of the coed group expressed plane to continue

their education than did the noncollege group.. The second ranking variable

distinguishing between the two groups was the type of major pursued during
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hiLh school. Forty percent of the female nonattenders as compared to

98.9 percent of the coeds had followed a college preparatory high school

sequence.

The third ranked variable was the willingness to borrow money to pay

for education, expressed more (46.5 percent) by the female attender group

than the nonattender group.

The next ranked variable showed that the groups differed by 36.1

percent. More fathers of the college attendera had graduated from high

school than fathers of the nonattender group.

Girls who were in the college group reported, by 33.1 percent, more

tii their friends going to college than the noncollege girls did.

By comparison, 29.2 percent more of the college attenders reported

that their mothers had graduated from high school than the group of non-

attenders. Seventy percent of the female attenders had mothP's hai

completed at least high school education. Forty-nine perce-t ,irls

who did not attend college had mothers who had not complete h)ol.

The next ranked variable was the encouragement of furt on

by parents. The two female groups showed a difference of 2

The attender group was more actively encouraged by parents )n-

attender group.

Approximately 25 percent of the girls attending colleF red

a New York State Scholarship while only 2 percent of the no 1 had

been recipients. This 23 percent difference was the eight, :r'-

able.

Sixty-three percent of the female group who attended c

having two or fewer siblings in the family as compared to

reported by the noncollege group. Thus, more coeds came f!

lies than did individuals from their comparison group.
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The 10th ranked variable, that of the mother's full-time employment,

indicated that the difference between the two groups was negligible. This

variable showed that the noncollege group mothers worked more frequently.

The results of the data analysis of this variable were consistent for both

male and female groups.

It can be concluded that the uele (female) attender and nonattender

groups can be differentiated by use of the "predicted answer technique."

In most cases, the probability of a successful prediction regarding 1/4:ollege

attendance based on the responses to the indicated questio-q decreases as

the rank number increases.

General Personal Data

Thirty percent of the female nonattender group had applied to at least

one college; 24 percent had been accepted by one or more such institutions.

Fifty-six percent considered the most important reason for attending college

to be preparation for a career; 6 percent, to learn a specific skill; and

26 percent, to help rreparn to live a better life. Only 2 percent of the

nonattending girls reported the lack of money as the reason for not con-

tinuing their education. Another 2 percent no longer had an interest in

studying; while 19 percent indicated a desire to work and make money, 16

percent desired to marry and raise a family rather than continuing school.

Twenty-nine percent believed that they would never attend college. The

location of a college within commuting distance of a girl's home did not

seem to influence her decision. More than three-fourths of the female

nonattenders lived with both parents; more than four-fifths of the male

nonattenders reported in a corresponding manner.

Thirty percent of the female attenders applied to four ot more colleges;

65.5 percent were accepted by at least two i.:titutions append!x () . The
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coeds reported the primary reason for attending college to be the prepara-

tion to live a better life (46.9 percent); to prepare for a career ranked

second (38.3 percent). More then nine out of ten girls lived with their parents

and reported that the parents had shown a regular interest in the quality

and progress of the student's school work. Ninety percent of the attenders

had previously planned to attend a college in New York State. Thirty percent

more of the female attenders than the nonactendera indicated that their

parents had expressed a willingness to help pay for a college education;

atenders reported their parents more willing to borrow money.

Thirty-seven percent of the male nonattenders had applied for college

admittan%e. Twenty-seven percent reported acceptance by one college. More

than of the nonattender group (56.7 percent) considered career prepara-

tion the most important reason for attending college. A desire to com-

plete their "military obligation" was the most frequently (23.3 percent)

stated reason for not continuing education. Thirty-eight percent of the

boys not attending college indicated they probably would sometime in the

future; 20 percent reported indecision. One-fourth of the nonattender males

reported that they would consider attending if there waa a college within

commuting distance of their residence.

More than four -f. the of the boys in both the attender and nonattender

groups lived with both parents. The majorLty of both male groups indicated

that a regular interest in their school work had been displayed by the

parents.

Although 70 percent of the nonattenders reported academic achievement

being encouraged by parents,the attender group reported parental encourage-

ment to a higher degree (22 percent more). A comoarison of the two groups

showed 20 percent more of the male attenders had Farente who had expressed a

willingness to help pay for their son's college education; 28 percent more
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attenders reported their parents' willingness Lo assume debts for their

education.

Approximately 61 percent of the male attender group applied to one or

two colleges for admittance. Career preparation was stated as

the most important reason for attending college; preparation to live a

better life was ranked second by this group. Seventy percent of the

college-going boys indicated they would attend an institution within New

York State.

Question #40 asks: "Is there a 2- or 4-year college within 35 miles

of your home?" The responses to this query have been purposely left for

discussion until last. It should be explained that school #5 is located

near a 2-year college only; all other schools are situated near both a l-

and a 4-year institution.

The school 5 subjects responded with the correct answer in the following

manner: male attenders--93.9 percent, male nonattenders--73.7 percent;

female attenders--95.7 percent, and female nonattenders--90.0 percent.

The participating seniors from the other six schools gave the correct

answer as follows: male attenders--68.2 percent, male nonattenders--56.1

percent; female attenders--69.0 percent, female nonattenders--45.0 percent.

A cursory examination of the above indicates a lack of knowledge, and in

some cases false knowledge which many of the aubjects display concerning the

community in which they live. Guidance counselors, social studies and

citizen education teachers, as well as educate s in general, should strive

to make miterial relevant to their students. Although a student may not

desire to continue his education beyond high school, he should be cognizant

of the facilities and resources within his domain. The percentage of

students (though not gross, much too high) o are not aware of the educe-

t'onal institutions within close proximity is eppallin'! All students should
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be knowledgeable concerning the coimunity in which they reside. This

responsibility is squarely that of the high school administration, guidance

division, or student personnel service.

Nonattenders reported the following work status when answering the

Fall Followup Questionnaire (Appendix F--Question 10). No inferences are

drawn by the author concerning the data reported in Tables 10 and 11.

Table 10

Male Nonattender's Occupational Status as Reported
the Fall Followi! High School Graduation

Status Number P3rcentage

Unemployed 21 35.0

Military Service 13 21.7

Laborer (Construction) 8 13.3

Farmer 3 5.0

Technician (Trainees) 3 5.0

Retail Sales 2 3.3

Business -- Drafting Diplcma 3 5.0

House Painter 1 1.7

No Response 4 6.7

TOTAL 60 100
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Table 11

Female Nonattender's Occupational Status as Reported
the Fall Following High School Graduation

Status Number Fereentau

Unemployed 37 37

Married-Unemployed 8 8

Clerical Work 19 19

Factory Work 5 5

Domestic 1 1

Fusiness School 4 4

Nursing Program, Medical or Dental
Lab Diploma 12 12

Retail Sales 3 3

Beauty Culture School 9 9

Waitress 2 2

TOTAL 100 100

Multiple Regression Correlation with More th'n Three Variables

A point bi3erial (rpbis) was computed between the independent variable

and all (25) dependent variables. The independent (discrete or truly

dichotomous) variable was "attended college or did not attend." The depen-

dent continuous variables which were found to correlate significantly (9

each for both males and females) between the college attending group and

nonattending group were subjected to a multiple regression analysis using
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the Doolittle-solution procedure for solving simultaneous equations.

(See Guilford 1965, p. 40P +). Of the 25 variables measured, those signif-

icant 0(.05) are listed in Table 12 with their coefficients. These

coefficients are product-moment correlations and can be interpreted in the

same manner.

Table 12

Significant Correlations Ranked by Sex

Discriminating Variable

Male (N .159) Female (N=181)

rpbis
ilank

3

r pbis
Rank

Socioeconomic Status -0.399 2 -0.378

EPPS , Deference -0.168 9 -0.172 9

EPPS - Autonomy 0.203 7 NS

EPPS - Endurance -0.183 8 NS

EPPS- Heterosexuality 0.207 6 NS

RSE - Achievement 0.558 1 0.625 2

RSE - Aptitude 0.215 5 0.645 1

CIS - Financial
----

-0.216 4 -0.208 8

CIS - Independence 0.363 3 0.298 5

EPPS - Order NS -0.222 6

EPPS - Succorance NS 0.215 7

CIS - Vocational NE -0.340 4

Note: Positive score - attender scored higher than nonattender
NS not significant
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The multiple regression analysis yielded the beta coefficient for each

of the significant variables which discriminated the male (female) attender

groups from the nonattenuer groups. The weight of each contributing variable

was determined along with the alpha (constant) coefficient.

Table 13

Partial Regression Coefficients

Variable Male Female

Socioeconomic Status x2 0.213 x2 0.216

EPPS - Deference
x3

-0.080 x3(1
-0.016

EPFS - Autonomy x4 -0.175 NS NS

EPPS - Endurance x5
0.134 NS NS

EPPS - Heterosexuality x6 -0.132 NS NS

RSE - Achievement x7
-0.750 x6 -0.225

RSE - Aptitude x8 0.166 x7
-0.753

CIS - Financial x9
0.060 x8 0.021

CIS - Independence x
10 -0.230 x9

-0.116

E2P3 - Order NS NS
x4

-0.024

EPPS - Succorance NS NS x
5 -0.114

CIS - Vocational NS NS
x
10 0.133

NS not significant
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The entire regression equation for males becomes:

Ms = 8.9492+0.213x2-0.080x3-0.175x4+0.134x5-0.132x6-0.750x7+0.166x8+

0.060x9-0.230x10

The entire regression equation for females becomes:

F' = 5.757040.216x2-0.016x3-0.024x4-0.114x5-0.225x6 ...753x7+0.0214-

0.116x 9+°'133x10

With these equatiuns, one could predict an M' or F' for any high

school senior, knowing his nine scores in the other variables.

In this study, nonattenders were coded as zero; attendees were coded

as one. Au Ms or F' of more than .5 would lead to a prediction of college

attendance; less than .5, predictive of college nonattendance.

The equation stated above may be further clarified by substituting

PCAM and PCA F, respectively for M'and PCA would denote Prediction of

College Attendance; the superscripts connoting male (M) and female (F).
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

The following conclutions may be drawn from the data:

1. High school seniors who enter college the fall following

graduation demonstrate significantly different scores

(higher) than those boys and girls who do not attend

college on both the aptitude and achievement scores as

measured on the Regents Scholarship Examination.

2. The male college attender group exhibited significantly

different scores from the male nonattender group regarding

the "Financial" and "independence" variable measured by

the College Image Scale.

The female attender group demonstrated ,ignificant differ-

ence when measured on the "financial," "independence,"

and "vocational" variables by the same scale.

3. Four Edwards Personal Preference Schedule variables

("deference," "autonomy," "endurance," and "hetero-

sexuality") proved to be significant discriminators

between the two male groups.

4. "Deference," "order," and "succorance" were the discrimi-

nators between the female groups.

The proper combination of the two factors--occupation

and education--established a score which differen-

tiated the attender groups from the nonattender

groups to a significant degree. The social position

an individual occupies in the status structure of

society is an important indicator of future college

attendance.
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The financial resources of the family are important.

Fathet's education had more relationship to college

attendance than either the mother's educational level

or the plans of peers.

The parents of the college students (1) were more

willing to help the student financially and (2) to

borrow money to pay for their child's education and

(3) offered more encouragement to the student to

continue his education,

5. Male attenders and female attenders differ from their

nonattending counterparts on nine variables, The mile

and female attender groups seem to share many charac-

teristics as specifically demonstrated by those measured

by:

1. RSE - Achievement

2. RSE - Aptitude

3, Socioeconomic Status

4. CIS - Independence

5. CIS - Financial

6. EPPS - Deference

6. The goals expressed prior to high school graduation were

carried to fruition after graduation by an overwhelming

majority of the seniors.

7. The plans of peers as related to college attendance seem

to be in concert with the students' plans. However, the

degree of influence these plans have on college atten-

dance behavior can only be inferred.

.,7_
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8. The findings suggest that a positive answer may be given

to the m-estion: "Can a method be suggested to help

counselors predict which students ara most likely to

attend college?" This will be discussed at length in

the following section.
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V. DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Each of the instr....Ants which were used as measuring devices for this

descrip.1-.7) study was carefully and purposely selected. The Edwards

Personal Preference Schedule, the Coilege Image Scale, and the Senior St:r-

vey Questionnaire were all chosen because they do not require individrrl

administration, a scheduled test period, or a monitored facility. The

Regents Scholarship Examination is taken en masse in most New York State

schools.

The high school counselor operates under c restricted time schedule.

This investigator was seeking a tool to facilitate the counselor work,

not one to inundate or burden him with more work. In most instances, the

information necessary to compute the social statue would be available from

permanent student records, thus the Senior Survey Questionnaire could be

omitted from the battery.

It is suggested that the counselor administer those sections of the

EPPS and the CIS which have been indicated as measuring a discriminating

variable between the attender and the nonattender groups. Male students

would he scored on the "deference," "autonomy," "endurance," and "hetero-

sexuality" questions from the EPPS and the CIS "financial" and "indepen-

, dence" sections. Female students would be scored on the EPPS "de"erence,"

"order," and "succorance" variables and the CIS "financial," "independence"

and "vocational" variables.

The reader should be aware of several limitations inherent in this

study and hence in the findings. The subjects involved in this study were

seniors preparing for graduation. It is strongly suggested that the vari-

ables indicated as discriminators be measured a year earlier--during the

junior year. (It is recognized that several years would have to elapse
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before the data obtained could be validated.) However, the information

pertaining to the attitudes and characteristics (as measured by the nine

variables) could be utilized when planning individual or group counseling

sessions, leadership training programs, or general information assemblies.

The individual student, once better understood in reference to these fac-

tors, could be helped to growth, development, or enrichment in the areas

measured by these tools.

This pilot project has clearly suggested a model which may be of use

to a counselor in giving needed individual attention through expedient time

utilization.

It is apparent from the findings of this pilot project that a large

scale statewide longitudinal study (approximately 3 years) be considered

with the primary objectives being the validation and refinement of the

suggested model. Such an investigation would generate a regression equa-

tion whose weighted factors could be more universally applicable.

Jacob (1957) reported that college students differed in their values

from their peers who did not go .1 college. He continued by stating that

only slight evidence shoved that a college experience had influence on

changing the held attitudes. Should this be the case, although many other

studies have shown cenflictin3 evidence, it is hoped that this study has

defined 1/16te distinctly the differences between the groups (the attender

and ronattender) of students and yielded information helpful to the educator

in his work of trying to bridge the gap.

It is hoped that this descriptive study has added information concern-

ing the reasons why youth fail to avail themselves of the opportunity for

continued education. The development of the model fir a technique to iden-

tify and classify the college students and nonattenders needs much work

-40-
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before it will be developed into a useful form to render a ready reference

to the counselor or educator engaged in the advisement of students.

The limitations which were pointed out earlier must be recalled again.

Perhaps it is more accurate to say that it is hoped that from tais study

future work in this area will be found necessary and will be encouraged

based on tLe findings produced. A large scale replication of the pilot

study with incorporation of the suggested recommendations and emphasis

placed on measuring the indicated discriminating variables may be worthwhile

of pursuit.

-41-
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Appendix A

SENIOR SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
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WILLIAM 0. fIRMAN
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR

PSSEARCH AND EVALUATION

THE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

ALBANY, NEW YORK 12224

May 1968

Dear High School Senior,

DIVISION OF RESEARCH
CARL E. WEDEKIND, DIRECT<

5I8, 474.5830

You have been selected at random to participate
in a special survey of the post-high school plans of
10,000 seniors in New York State. This survey is being
conducted by the Bureau of Research in Higher and Pro-
fessional Education and will enable the State Education
Department to develop improved programs to meet the
educational needs of all students in New York State.

Your cooperation in completing the attached
questionnaire will enable us to gather the necessary
data for the study. All information which you supply
will remain confidential, and no names will appear in
the final report. After you complete the questionnaire,
please seal it in the envelope which has been provided
before you return it to the faculty member responsible
for collecting the completed questionnaires.

CEW:tp

Thank you for your cooperation.
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HE-68-201

The University of the State of New York
THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

Bureau of Research in Higher and Professional Education
Albany, New York 12224

SENIOR SURVEY: 1968

INSTRUCTIONS: Please read each question carefully. Then select the
answer which fits your personal situation best. Check the space in
front of the letter preceding the answer you have chosen. In some
questions you will be requested to write the answer in the blank
provided. If a question does not apply to you and your situation,
omit it,

PLEASE PRINT

NAME SEX
(Last Name) (First Name) (Middle Name) (M or F)

PERMANENT ADDRESS
(Street and Number)

Tel:
(City) State) (Zip Code)

FATHER'S or GUARDIAN'S NAME

(Area Code #)

FATHER'S or GUARDIAN'S ADDRESS

(Last Name) (First Name) (Middle Name)

(Street and Number)

Tel:

(City)

SCHOOL NAME

(State) (Zip Code) (Area Code 1)

SCHOOL DISTRICT
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1. My plans for September 1968 are:

1) to continue my education.
2) to obtain full-time employment.
3) to seek an apprenticeship.
4) to enlist in the military service.
5) to become a full-time homemaker.
6) indefinite.
7) Otter plans (please be specific)_

2. Does the item which you have checked in the first question represent
what you really wish to do next year?

1) Yes
2) No

3. If you have answered NO in question 02, mark the item which is most
representative of the course of action you would like to follow next
year. (If #2 is Yes, omit answer.)

1) to continue my education.
2) to obtain full-time employment.
3) to seek an apprenticeship.
4) to enlist in the military service.
5) to become a full-time homemaker.
6) indefinite.
7) Other plans (please be specific)

4. Indicate the type of institution yc..1 plan to attend.

1) a four-year private college.
2) a four-year public college.
3) a two-year private college.
4) a two-year public college.
5) a three-year nursing school.
6) Other type (please be specific)

5. Do you believe you have been adequately informed regarding the
opportunities open to you after high school?

1) Yes
2) No

-48-
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6. Approximately how many croup guidance sessions have you had with the
guidance counselor during your senior year? Circle the appropriate
number.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 or more

7. Approximately how many individual counseling sessions have you had
with your guidance counselor during your senior year? Circle the
appropriate number.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 or more

8. Have you followed a college-preparatory sequence in high school?

1) Yes
2) No

9. What three-year sequence did you follow?

1) Science
2) Mathematics
3) Foreign Language
4) Music
5) Art
6) Industrial Arts

7) Trade and Technical Education
_8) Business snd Distributive Education
9) Agriculture

!0) Home Economics
11) Health Industries Occupation
12) Other

10. WL:n did you make the decision to go or not to go to college?

1) the senior year.
2) the junior year.
3) the sophomore year.
4) the freshman year.
5) in junior high school.
6) in elementary school.

11. Have you applied for admittance to a college?

1) Yes
2) No

12. Circle the number which represents the colleges tc which you have
requested admittance.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 or more
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13. List all the colleges to which you applied. (If more space is needed,
use back of form.)

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)_

14. How many colleges have accepted you?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 or more

15. List the colleges which accepted you and rank them according to your
preference.

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

16. Did any college representative talk to you about going to college?

1) Yes

2) No

17. Did you visit the colleges to which you have applied?

1) Yes, all of them
2) 'its, some of them
3) No

18. Do you believe that students who go away to college benefit more than
students who live at home and commute to college?

1) Yes
2) No

19. What do you consider the most ivortant reason for attending college?

1) to prepare for a career,
2) to learn a specific skill.
3) to help yourself peepers to live a better life.
4) to gain statue and prestige.
5) to meet people and have a good social life.
6) to find a suitable husband or wife.
7) Other (please be specific
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20. Do you think you will have a better chance to meet the type of person
you want to marry i1 you go to college?

1) Yes
2) No

21. Please indicate the field of study ur goal you intend to pursue
at this time.

1) Agriculture
2) Business
3) Engineering
4) Science
5) Nursing
6) Mathematics
7) Humanities

22. Will you attend college on:

1) a full-time basis.
2) a part-time basis.

8) Teacher Education
9) Social Science

10) Undecided
11) Other

23. Are you willing to borrow money to help pay for your education?

1) Yes
2) No

3) Undecided

24. Are you planning to work part-time to support yourself while attending
college? (Answer only for the school year.)

1) Yes
2) No
3) Undecided

25. Do you plan to work in the mummers to earn funds to meet college
expenses?

1) Yea
2) No
3) Undecided

26. Will you attend college within the State of New York?

1) Yes
2) No
3) Undecided

27. BOYS ONLY ANSWER THIS QUESTION: Have the prospects of being drafted
into military service caused you to delay for a college education?

1) Yes
2) No

3) Undecided
-51-
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28. If you are going into the military service, do you think you will use
the GI Bill as a means of obtaining further education after you are
discharged from the service?11) Yea

2) No
3) Undecided

29. Rank the following in order of the amount of influence they had upon
the plans you have made. (#1-greatest to #8-least)

1) parents
2) brothers or sisters
3) close relatives
4> adult friends
5) a teacher
6) a guidance counselor
7) a clergyman or pastor
8) a school friend/or friends

30. If you are definitely not continuing your education beyond high school,
indicate below which best describes the reason.

1) Lack of money
2) Lack of interest in studying
3) A desire to work and make a salary
4) A desire to marry and raise a family
5) A desire to get your military obligation completed
6) Parental opposition to your attendance at college
7) Necessity of earning money to support your family
8) Indecision about what kind of work you want to study
9) The work you plan to do does not require a college education.Ilimmenmall

31. If you do not plan to attend college next fall, do you believe you may
attend sometime in the future?

1) Yes
2) No
3) Undecided

32. If you are going to be employed full-time after high school, please
check the Appropriate item below:

1) I have accepted a job.
2) I have applied, but do not have a job.
3) I have not applied for a job.
4) I will continue in my present part-time job on a full---

time basis.

33. If you already have a job, please describe it briefly.
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14. Who was most responsible for your success in obtaining employment?

1) myself
2) your parents
3) school officials
4) relatives
5) friends
6) a governmental employment agency
7) a private employment agency
8) Other (please specify) -e

35. If you plan to enter a vocational school or become an apprentice,
clew specify the course or field of study which you will pursue.

Vocational School
(Type of training, drafting, etc.)

Apprenticeship
(Specify trade or field of work)

36. How did you obtain information on apprenticeship programs?

1) from the guidance counselor
2) from your parents
3) from a union representative
4) from a friend
5) Other (please specify)

37. If you are not now planning to attend college, would you consider
attending if there was a college within commuting distance of your
home?

_1) Yes
2) No
3) Undecided

38. Do you believe that a college education is necessary to obtain status
and money? ;

1) Yes ,

2) No
3) Undecided

39. Do you think that a college education is more important for a boy than
for a girl?

1) Yes
2) No
3) Undecided

40. Is there a 2- or 4-year college within 25 miles of your home?

1) Yea, a 2-year college
2) Yes, a 4-year college
3) Yes, both a 2- and 4-year college
4) Neither type of college
5) I do not know .53 6)
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41. Are most of your friends going to college?

1) Yes
2) No

42. Have you been aware of your standing/rank in your senior class?

1) Yes
2) No

43. Has the guidance counselor informed you of your scores on any
intelligence tests or measures?

1) Yes
2) No

44. Have you taken the New York State Regents Scholarship Examination?

1) Yes
2) No

45. Have you taken the National Merit Scholarship Examinations?

1) Yes
2) No

46. Have you taken the College Entrance Examination Boards?. (Scholastic
Aptitude Tests)

1) Yes
2) NO

47 If you answered ye! in the previous question, what was your score
on the Scholastic Aptitude Tests?

Verbal Math
1) 200-299 1) 200-299
2) 300-349 2) 300-349
3) 350-399 3) 350-399
4) 400-449 4) 400-449
5) 450-499 5) 450-499
6) 500-549 ..6) 500-549
7) 550-59 550-599
8) 600-64r

.7)

8) 600-649
9) 650-6Q9 9) 650-699

10) 700-749 10) 700.749
11) 750-800 11) 750-800

Results not available to me.



46. Were you aware of any scholarships or other sources of financial aid
which are available to you?

1) Yes

2) No

49. Have you been awarded any type of scholarship for next year?

1) Yea
2) No

If 221, please name the scholarship source (s)

50. Do you currently reside with:

1) both parents
2) widowed parent
3) divorced or separated parent
4) other relative
5) none of the above

51. How would you describe the community in which you reside?

1) a large city
2)'a small city
3) a suburban community
4) a rural community
5) a 'small town remote from urban centers

52. How many brothers and sisters do you have? Circle the appropriate
number.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6or more

53. How many of your brothels and/or sisters are presently attending
college? Circle the appropriate number.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 or more

54. (Omit this question if you are an only child.) Circle the number of
years of higher education completed by your brothers and/or sisters.

a. Brother, Sister
(Cross out one) Years 1 2 3 4 5 6 or more

b. Brother, Sister
Years 1 2 3 4 5 6 or more

(Cross out one)

c. Brother, Sister
(Cross out one) Years x 2 3 4 5 6 or more

d. Brother, Sister
(Cross out ono,% Years 1 2 3 4 5 6 or more

'
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55. Please check the highest level of formal education completed by your
father.

1) 6th grade or less
2) 7-9 grade
3) 10-11 grade
4) graduation from high school
5) 13-15 years of education
6) graduation from a 4-year college
7) completion of a master's degree
8) completion of a doctor's degree

56. Please indicate the highest level of formal education completed by
your mother.

1) 6th grade or less
2) 7-9 grade
3) 10-11 grade
4) graduation from high school
5) 13-15 years of education
6) graduation from a 4-year college
7) completion of a master's degree
8) completion of a doctor's degree

57. My father's occupation is (check one). Please read each item carefully.

1) Higher Executive, owner of a large business firm or major
professional (college teacher, economist, lawyer, doctor,
chemist, dentist, etc.)

2) Business manager, owner of a medium-sized business, or
lesser professional (nurse, social worker, teacher, etc.)

__3) Administrative Personnel, small independent businessman
or minor professional (photographer, lab assistant, land-
scaper, surveyor, etc.)

4) Clerical or sales worker, owner of a small business
($3,000 to $6,000, or technician.)

5) Skilled manual employee (barber, carpenter, electrician,
policeman, houaepainter, etc.)

6) Machine operator or semi-skilled employee (taxi driver,
foundry worker, factory machine operator, welder, etc.)

7) Unskilled employee (laborer, laundry worker, farm helpe:,
etc.)

8) Unemployed

58. If your mother has a full-time job, plesa, indicate the type of work
she doer by placing an "M" in front of the appropriate category in
question 57.
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59. To what degree have your parents influenced your plans for next year?

1) to a very great extent
1) very much
3) to some extent
4) very little
5) not at all

60. Have your mother and father shown regular interest in the quality and
progress of your work in school?

1) Yea
2) No
3) Irregular interest

61. How often have you discussed your plans with your parents?

1) frequently
2) quite often
3) seldom
4) never

62. Have your mother and father actively encouraged you to continue your
education?

1) Yes
2) No

63. Have your parents expressed a willingness to help pay for your
education?

1) les
2) No

64. What percentage of college expenses do you think your parents can
afford to pay?

1) 1007.

2) 50%
3) 25%
4) nothing ,

65. Are your parents willing to burrow money to finance your college
education?

1) Yes
2) No
3) Don't know
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Appendix B

SELECTED SENIOR SURVEY RESULTS FOR M/LES

QUESTION

ATTENDERS
(N*99)

NUMBER PERCENT*

NONATTENDERS
(W60)

NUMBER PERCENT*

1, 1 97 97.9 20 33.3
2 0 0 10 16.7
3 1 1.0 4 6.7
4 0 22 36.7
5 0 0 0 0

6 1 1.0 3 5.0
7 0 0 1 1.6

8. 1 75 75.8 28 46.7
2 15 15.2 32 53.3
3 9 9.0 0 0

11. 1 99 100 22 36,7
2 0 0 38 63.3

12, 0 0 0 N A
1 27 27.3 0 P

2 33 33.3 T P
3 11 11.1 R L
4 10 10.1 E I

5 8 8.1 A C

6 5 5.1 L A
7 4 4,n L B
8+ 1 1.0 Y L

14. 0 0 0 6 10.0
1 47 47.5 16 26.7
2 23 23.2 0 0
3 13 13.1 0 0
4 8 8.1 0 0
5 2 2.0 0 0

6 3 3.0 0 0
7 0 0.0 0 0

8+ 1 1.0 0 0
**

NR ** 2 2.0 38 63.3

*
decimal differences due to rounding.
NR - No Response
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QUESTION NUMBER PERCENT
*

NUMBER PERCENT
*

19, 1 57 57.5 34 56.7
2 6 6.1 6 10.0
3 30 30.3 14 23.3
4 3 3.0 0 0

5 0 0 0 0

6 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0

NR 3 3.0 6 10.0

23. 1 75 75.7 15 25.0
2 ' 15 15.2 25 41.7
3 ,. 9 9.1 13 21.7
NR** 0 0 7 11.7

26. 1 69 69.7 16 26.7
2 29 29.3 7 11.7
3 1 1.0 1 1.7
NR** 0 0 36 60.0

30. 1 N A 4 6.7
2 0 P 6 10.0
3 T P 2 3.3

4 R L 2 3.3
5 E I 14 23.3
6 A C 0 0

7 L A 3 5.0
8 L B 3 5.0
9

NR
** Y T,

99 E 100
2

25

3.3
41.7

31. 1 1 1.0 23 38.3
2 NOT REALLY 10 16.6
3 APPLICABLE 12 20.0
NR
**

98 98.9 15 25.0

37. 1 3 3.0 16 26.7
2 2 2.0 16 26.7
3 1 1.0 10 16.7
NR

**
93 93.9 18 30.0

*
decimal differences due to rounding.

**NR No Res'onse
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QUESTION NUMBER PERCENT
*

NUMBER PERCENT*

40. 1 36 36.4 20 33.3
2 11 11.2 7 11.7

3 47 47.4 26 43.3
4 4 4.0 2 3.3

5 1 1.0 4 6.7

NR** 0 0 1 1.7

Schocl Number 5
40A. N = 33 N = 19

1 31 93.9 14 73.7

2 0 0 1 5.3
3 2 C.1 3 15.8
4 0 0 0 0

5 0 0 1 5.3
NR

**
0 0 0 0

All schools minus school Number 5
40B. N = 66 N = 41

1 3 7.6 6 14.6
2 11 , 16.6 6 14.6
3 45 68.2 23 56.1
4 4 6.1 2 4.9
5 1 1.5 3 7.3

NR
**

0 0 1 2.4

41. 1 87 87.9 34 56.7
2 12 12.2 26 43.3

49. 1 25 25.3 3 5.0
2 74 74.7 57 95.0

50. 1 86 86.8 50 83.3
2 1 1.0 4 6.7

3 11 11.2 5 8.3
4 1 1.0 0 0

5 0 0 1 1.7

*
decimal differences due to rounding.

**NR - Na Response
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aTISTION NUMBER PERCENT
*

NUMBER PERCENT
*

52. 0 5 5.1 6 10.0
1 28 28.3 12 20.0
2 24 24.2 8 13.3
3 20 20.2 11 18.3

4 11 11.1 5 8.0
5 6 6.1 8 13.3

6+ 5 5.1 10 16.7

55. 1 2 2.0 3 8.3

2 11 11.1 13 21.7

3 4 4.0 12 20.0

4 43 43.4 25 41.7
5 1C 10.1 2 3.3
6 12 12.1 3 5.0

7 13 13.1 0 0

8 4 4.0 0 0

56. 1 4 4.0 2 3.3
2 b 6.1 12 20.0
3 12 12.1 11 18.3

4 47 47.5 27 45.0
5 15 15.2 4 6.7

6 10 10.1 3 5.0
7 4 4.0 1 1.0

8 1 1.0 0 0

58. 0 65 65.7 39 65.0
1 1 1.0 0 e

2 8 8.1 3 5.0

3 2 2.0 1
1

1.7

4 13 13.1 3 5.0

5 2 2.0 1 1.7

6 4 4.0 6 10.0
7 3 3.0 7 11,7

8 1 , 1.0 0 0

60. 1 89 89.9 49 81.7

2 3 3.0 7 11.7

3 7 7.1 4 6.7

62. 1 91 92.0 42 70.0

2 8 8.1 18 30.0

*decimal differences due to ruunding.
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QUESTION NUMBER PERCENT
*

NUMBER PERCENT
*

63. 1 86 86.9 40 66.7
2 13 13.1 20 33.3

65. 1 62 62.6 21 35.0
2 13 13.1 10 t6.7
3 24 24.2 26 43.3
NR** 0 0 3 5.0

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS
I 14 14.1 0 0

II 16 16.2 1 1.7
III 26 26.3 8 13.3
IV 27 27.2 33 55.0
V 16 16.2 18 30.0

*
de imal differences due to rounding

**NR = No Response
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Appendix C

SELECTED SENIOR SURVEY RESULTS FOR FEMALES

QUESTION

ATTENDERS
(N=81)

PERCENT
*

NONATTENDERS
(N100)

NUMBER PERCENT
*

1. 1 81 100 32 32.0

2 0 0 50 50.0

3 0 0 3 3.0

4 0 0 0 0

5 0 0 7 7.0

6 0 0 6 6.0

7 0 0 2 2.0

8. 1 80 98.9 40 40.0

2 1 1.2 59 59.0

3 0 0 0 0

NR** 0 0 1 1.0

11. 1 81 100 30.0

0 0 68 68.0

0 0 2 2.0

12. 0 0 0 47 47.0

1 14 17.3 16 16.0

2 18 22.2 8 b.0

3 23 28.4 4 6.0

4 12 14.8 3 3.0

J
E 10 12.3 0 0

6 2 2.5 1 1.0

7 2 2.5 0 0

' 6} 0 0 0 0

21 21.0

14: 0 ' 1 1.2 40 40.0

1 26 32 16 16.0

'-' 2 28 34.6 5 5.0
r q

., 17 21.0 3 3.0

4 '6 7.4 0 0

t., 5 2 2.5 0 0

6 0 0 0 0

7

8+*
0

0

0
0 .

0 0

0

NR 1 1.2 36 ' 36.0

*
decimal differences due to rounding.

NR No Response
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QUESTION NUMBER

19. 1 31
2 2

3 38
4 1
5 2

6

7 6

NR" 0

PERCENT
*

NUMBER PERCENT*

38.3
2.5

46,9
1.2
2.5
1.2

7.4
C

23. 1 62 76.5
2 9 11.1
3 10 12.3
NR** 0 0

26. 1 73 90.1
2 8 9.9
3 0 0

0 0

30. 1 N A
20 P
3 T P
4 R L
5 E I

6 A C
7 L A
8 L B
9 Y L
NR 81 E 100

31. 1 1 1.2
2 NOT REALLY
3 APPLICABLE

80 . 98.7

37.1 5 6.2
2 2 2.5
3 0 0
NR** 74 91.4

. -.

.

*
decimal diftsrences due to rounding.

**NR 0 No Response

-64-
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56.0
6 6.0

26 26.0
O 0
1 1.0
O 0
3 3.0
8 8.0

30 30.0
44 44.0
9 9.0

17 17,0

28 28.0
21 21.0
5 5.0

46 46.0

3 3.0
2 2.G
19 19.0
16 16.0

1 1.0
2 2.0
0 0

4 4.0
14 14.0
39 39.0

23 23.0
29 29.0
22 22.0
26 26.0

12 12.0
39 39.0
15 15.0
24 24.0
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QUESTION NUMBER PERCENT* NUMBER PERCENT
*

40. 1 28 34.6 30 30.0

2 10 12.3 10 10.0

3 41 50.6 37 37.0

4 2 2.5 8 8.0

5 0 0 12 12.0

NR
**

0 0 3 3.0

School Number 5

40A. N = 23 N = 20

1 22 95.7 18 90.0

2 0 0 0 0

3 1 4.2 1 5.0

4 0 0 0 0

5 0 0 1 5.0
NR* A- 0 0 0 0

Alt achools minus school Number 5

4CB. N = 58 N = 80

1 6 10.3 12 15.0

2 10 17.2 10 12.5

3 40 69.0 36 45,O

4 2 3.5 6 10.0

5 ** 0 0 Il t3,8

NR 0 0 3 3.8

41. 1 73 90.1 57 57.0

2 6 7.4 41 41.0

NR** - 2 2.5 2 2.0

49. 1 20 24.7 2 2.0

61 75.3 98 98.0

50. 1 74 91.4 76 76.0

2 2 2.5 10 10.0

3 ' 4 4.9 10 10.0

4 1 1.2 4 4.0

5 0 0 0 0

*
decimal differences due to rounding.

**NR = No Respose
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QUESTION NUMBER PERCENT
*

NUMBER PERCENT
*

52. 0

1

2

3

4
5

6+
NR
**

55. 1

2

3

4

5

5

7

8

NR**

56. 1

2

3 ,

4

5

6

7

5

58. 0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

60. 1

2

3

6

28
17

13
10

3

4
0

3

8

8

28
12

11

5

8

0

2

6

8

33
15

10

5

2

51.
3

8

2 c

9

3

2 ,

3

0

{,

75

1

5

7.4
34.6
21.0
16.1
12.3

3.7

4.9
0

3.7
9.9
9.9

34.6
14.8
13.6
6.2
9,9

0

2.5
7.4
9.9

30.7
18.5

12.3

6.2
2.5

63.0
3.7
9.9
2.5
11.1

3.7
2.5
3.7

0

92.6
1.2

6.2
1

4

22
21

19

7

7

19

1

4
23

28
30

5

7

1.

0
2

2

20

27

41
7

0

3

0

55

0
8

10

1

2

13

11

0

89

3

8

4.0
22.0
21.0
19.0

7.0

7.0

19.0

1.0

4.0
23.0
28.0
30.0

5.0
7.0
1.0

0
2.0

2.0
20.0
27.0
41.0
7.0

0

3.0
0

55.0
0

6.6

10.0
1.0

2.0
13.0
11.0

0

89.0
3.0

, 8.0

*
decimal differences due to rounding.

**Nk No Response
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QUESTION NUMBER PERCENT
*

NUMBER PERCENT
*

62. 1 '1 87.7 62 62.0

2 10 12.3 38 38.0

63. 1 77 95.1 64 64.0
2 lc* 4 4.9 32 32.0
NR 0 0 4 4.0

65. 1 51 63.0 40 40.0
2 12 14,8 15 15.0

3 17 21.0 32 32.0
*NR *

1 1.2 13 13.0
SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS

7.4 0 0

II 14 17.3 6 6.0

III 22 27.2 15 15.a

Iv 2 30 37.0 43 43.0
V , : ''? 9 11.1 36 36.0

*
decimal differences due to rounding.

**NR = No Response ,
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Appendix D

College Image

We are interested in learning what high school students think about
college. We are aware that you may be unsure about what college is like.
However, we are interested in your opinions and beliefs; therefore, you
need not be concerned about getting a "high" or "low" score. The final
report mill not mention any individual or revrt any singular scores.
Just answer the questions as carefully and honestly as you can. Please
answer all the items ragardl-ss of your plans after high school.

There are 84 pairs of statements on the following pages. Take your
time and read each statement carefully. Decide which of the two, in your
opinion better describes college, and blacken the corresponding space on
the answer sheet. (The answer sheet is attached to the back of the question-
naire, aspirate it from the text before starting.) If you think neither state-
ment accurately describes college, choose the one that mos'. nearly describes
college. It you think both statements accurately describe college, choose
the one that better describes college.

YOU WILL HAVE AS MUCH TINS AS YOU NEED TO FINISH ALL ITEMS.

STUDENT NAM --------
(First)

HON ADDRESS
No. riTEr7:77- City

SCHOOL
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College Image Scales

1. A. You don't have to have a lot of money to go to college.
B. There's no use even considering college unless you have a lot

of money.

2. A. Most students don't hold part-time jobs while going to college.
B. Most students do hold part-time jobs while going to college.

3. A. The chief reason students drop out of college is financial.
B. The chief raason at"dente drop out of college is poor grades.

4. A. It doesn't matter much what group or club you belong to in
college.

B. It's important to be in the right club or group in college.

5. A. Most students get extremely terse during exam periods.
B. Most students do not become too tense during exam periods.

4. A. All of the courses in college are pretty hard.
B. Some of the courses in college are really pretty eesy.

7. A. students are expected to be able to take care of themselves.
B. Students are constnntly being reminded about what they should

do.

8. A. The most useful part of college is the pert that helps you to
earn a living.

B. The part of college that doesn't help you earn a living is Just
as useful.

9. A. In college, students spend comparatively little time planning
their careers. ,

B. College students ipsnd most of their time planning their careers.

10. A. There is time for other worthwhile thinto as well 211 for
classes and studying. -.

B. .Studants miss out on a lot that is valuable at college because
they have to study so hard.

11. A. It costa more, but not too much more, to go to college then to
go to high aelool.

B. It costs a lot mere to go to collage than to go to high school.

12. A. Very few college students would attend a lecture by an outstanding
philosopher.

R. Many college students would attand a lecture by an outstanding
philosopher.

13. A. Collage students often talk about their studies in their free time.
B. Whan students gat togethar, they saldom talk about their studies.

Co on to next page.
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14. A.. You have a better chance of being somebody if you go through
ccllege.

B. A person who doesn't go to college has as much chance to be
somebody ss a college graduate does.

15. A. Most boys and girls in college go steady.
B. Only a few boys and girls in college go steady.

16. A. Even if they had the mouey, most students would really prefer
to go to college near their home.

B. One of the things students like best about college is that they
can live away from home.

17. A. The main thing that determines whether one will go to college
is how smart he is.

B. The main thing that determines whether one will go to college
is how much money he has.

18. A. It is really something to belong to campus honor societies.
B. Very few students cart about scholastic honor groups.

.

19. A. Students need not bthave as other students do.
B. Pressure is put on students to live up to expected codes of

conduct.

20. A. Most courses tend to be pretty doll.
B. Most courses are exciting intellectually.

21. A. Students seldom argue with the professors.
B. Students frequently argue with the professors.

2A, A. There are many pep rallies, parades, dances, carnivals, and
demonstrecions on the campus.

B. There is not such to do except go to classes and study.

23. A. Student rooms are most likely to be decorated with pennants and
pin-ups.

B. Student rooms are most likely to be decorated with pictures.

24. A. Many all students want to join a fraternity or sorority in
college.

B. Most students don't care about joining sororities or frateraities.

25. A. Most of the coureesstudents take are intended to help them nre-
pare for their careers.

B. Students take s lot of uoursas that they know won't help them
in their careers.

26. A. Students are encouraged to be independent.
B. There are so many rules and regulations that students have little

, .

" opportunity' to be independent.

Co on to next pep.
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27. A. No matter how herd they try to keep up, most students get
behind in their assignments.

B. So long as they try, most studenumanage to keep up with their
assignments.

28. A. There are many opportunities for students to get together in
extracurricular activities.

B. Extracurricular activities are not emphasized at college.

29. A. It's easy to get a group together for card games, singing, going
to movies, etc,

B. Most students aren't too interested in doing things or going
places with others.

30. A. It's easy to find a group of students to pal around with in your
free time.

B. It's pretty hard to get acquainted with other studeats in college.

31. A. The profe,ssfq0 regularly check up on the students to make sure
that assignments are getting carried out properly and on time.

B. The professors don't check on wnether the students are doing
the assignments.

32. A. It is probably wore important for boys to go to college because
boys will have to work throughout their adult lives.

B. College is just as important for 8irls even though they may not

have to work afterserds.

33. A. Most of one's time at college is spent in studying.
B. Homework seldom takes morn than en hour or two a doy,

34. A. Famous people are seldom brought to the campus for student
discussions, lectures, and concerts.

B. Many famous people are often brought to the campus for student
discussions, lectures, and concerts.

35. A. Most student' spend a lot of time in dairy bars, taverns, and
other such gathering places.

B. Very few students go to such places as dairy bars, taverns, etc.

36. A. Stuisnts are usually allowed to run their own organizations.
B. Student organization, are closely supervised by sponsors to

guard against mistakes.

37. A. College students can do pretty much as they please and don't
have to get permission from others. 3 ,r

B. College students have to ask for permission for many of the
things they do...r 0, ,;

_ )

38. A. Students are free. to live wherever they please while they are
at collage.

B. All college students must live in housing approved by the school.

Co on to next page.
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39. A. College theatrical groups don't ,,rouse much student interest.

B. College students are very much interested in tLeir theatrical
groups.

40. A. A student who goes to college is refpected and admired by people
in his home town.

B. Most home town people don't pay with attention to who goes to
college.

41. A. The main reason students go to college is to prepare for a Job.
B. The main reason students go to college is to get a good general

education.

42. A. Most students would rather succeed '1 making the Dean's list
(honor roll) than anything else in college.

B. Most students would rather win a letter in sports or be a
cheerleader than me!ce the Dean's list.

43. A. Most clubs will allow anyone who is interested to Join.
B. You can't get into moat clubs st college unlesr you know the

right people.

44. A. Standards set by professors are not too difficult for most

students.
B. Standards set by professors are usually too hard for the average

student.

45. A. The average college graduate earns a lot more money than someone
who doesn't go to college.

B. You earn a little more by going to college, but not a lot more.

46. A. Most students develop a strong feeling of concern about politics
and social problems.

B. Moat students are not interested-in such things as politics and
social problems.

47. A. College graduates are usually community leaders.
B. College greduates are not looked to fox community leadership any

more than those who did not go to college.

48. A. If you want to sleep late on Sunday morning, nothing will be
said about it. '

B. Students are expected to attend chArch.

49. A. "'he important people at college receive proper respect from others.

B. Everyone at college is treated alike, no matter how important he is.

50. A. It doesn't cost very much to gn to college.
B. Going to college is very expensive.

Go on to next page.
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51. A. What one's family does for a living carries a lot of weight in
college.

B. What ore's family does for a living doesn't make any difference
in college.

52. A. Most social events occur at special times only -- Homecoming,
Christmas, Easter, etc.

B. You could go to a dance or party almost every night at college
if you wanted to.

53. A. You don't need much spending money to be popular in college.
B. You need a good bit of spending money to bt popular in college.

54. A. Students who work for high grades are likely to be regarded as
odd.

B. Neaely all college students work for high grades.

55. A. Students are careful not to do anything that would be unaccept-
able to others.

B. Most students will do something QV= when they know they will
be criticised for it.

56. A. All students, even the brig'test students, have to work hard
to do peseing work to college.

B. The bright student can do passing work without too much effort,
while the average studeet has to work very hard to pass.

57. A. It is almost impossibl° to get a decent job if yo' don't go to
college.

B. You can get a job whether or not you go to college.

58. A. People at mos: colleges are from the upper class.
B. More college students Ore from the middle and ?over classes

than from the upper class.

59. A. There's nothing specisl about being able to go to college.
B. Those who go to college are looked up to by their friends.

60. A. The average high school student can be successful in college.

B. Unless you're very bright, there's not much use in your going
to college.

6). A. Most college students come from families with average incomes.
B. Most college students come from wealthy families.

62. A. People may not talk about how such money your family 1:**,
but everyone knows who's who.

. In C01100, it doesn't matter hew much money your family ::as.

63. A. Nearly,all your time in conese is taken up with studying and
preparing assignments. = '"t"

B. Homework doesn't take up much of your time.

Cu on to next page.
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64. A. A student who exwe a great interest in classical music or at
is likely to be regarded as a little strange.

B. Many students are interested in classical music and art.

65. A. If a student lets his work pile up until just before exams,
he's sunk.

B. Most students can let work pile up and still come out all
right. .

66. A. Thet amount of work IA college is much greater than it is in
high school.

. B. There's not much more work in college than there is in high
school.

67. A. Social activities are limited to the weekends.
. At college there are social activities going on most of the time.

68. A. Most high school students go to college even when they don't
know what they want to do ror their life's work.

B. Most high school students who haven't chosen their life's work
feel that they should postpone going to college.

69. A. The principal emphasis in college is on preparation for a career.
B. The principal emphasis in college is on a well-rounded education

70. A. otudentsare aided in preparing for examinations because profes-
sors usually let them know what to study and how to prepare for
the exams. -

B. Students are handicapped in preparing for examinations by not
knowing what will be expected of them.

71. A. Most students relax and have fun for a while in the afternoon.
B. Most students don't take tiwe for relaxation and fun.

72. A. There is no recognized group ni student leaders in college.
B. Everyone on campus knows who the student leaders are.

73. A. r, A student runs out of money In college, ha can usually borrow
trom a college loan fund. .

B. Colleges seldom len1 money to students, no matter how badly they
need it.

74. A. So much is going on in the afternoons and evenings that it is
easy to be distracted from ono's study.

B. Except on weekends, there such to do but study.

75. A. There's no advantage in going to college unless you plan to
have a career. . ,

B. Preparing for a career is not the most important pert of college.

- - -

76. A. You're expeCted to wear expensive clothes in college.
A. Ordinary cloths* are ell right in college.

Co on to.next page.
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77. A. Students must have a written excuse for an absence from clars.

B. Students may Min class if they want.

78. A. Student leaders get lots of special privileges.

B. No special privileges are granted to student leaders.

79. A. A person can usually get t scholarship or loan if he needs it.

B. Scholarships and loans art difficult to get, regardless of need.

80. A. There is lots of informal dating during the week -- at the library,

snack bars, movies, etc.

B. What dating there is usually occurs on weekends.

81. A. Most students are satisfied as long as they get by in their class

work.

B. Students set high standards of achievement for themselve.

82. A. Teachers in college aren't interested in the future plans of

students.
B. In college the teachers help students to plan and prepare for

the jobs they will have after graduation.

83. A. In college they teach you things that will be useful in your

future work.
B. Most courses in collage don't have much to do with getting and

keeping a job.

84. A. Lack of money keeps most students from going to college.

B. Lack of moray doesn't keep as many students from going to col-
lege as most people think.
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I. Financial:

Question #

1

2

3

11

17

50

53

61

73

76

79

84

Appendix E

COLLEGE IMAGE.SCALE SCORING Kr:

(1) (0)

Lower Evaluation

A

A

A B

A

A

B A

B A

Higher Evaluation

A

B A

A

Higher scorestudents think financial conaiderations are very important to
college attendance.

Lower score--student feels that money is not necessarily needed or important
in gaining e college education.
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II. Difficulty:

Question # Higher Evaluation Lower Evaluation

5 A B

6 A B

10 B A

27 A B

33 B

44 B A

56

60 B A

63

65 A

B

66 A

70

B

B

A

Higher score indicates student thinks college difficulty high. Higher
evaluation of college work.

!.77-

84.



III. Social:

Question # Higher Evaluation Lower Evaluation

15 A B

22 A B

24 A B

28 A B

29 A

30 A

35 A

52 B A

67 B A

71 A

74 A

80 A

Higher score indicates that a student perceives college as a place of fun
and enjoyable social activities.

Lower score -- student does not perceive college as such a social, fun
experience.



IV. SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS:

Question # Higher Lower

4 B A

14 A B

40 A B

43 B A

47 A B

49 A B

51 A B

58 A A B

59 B A

62 A B

72 B A

78 A B

The higher score indicates that students view -allege as having greater
influence on S.E.S.

Lower scorestudents perceive college as having little or no influence on
S.E.S.
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V. Intellectual and Cultural:

Question # Higher Lower

12 B A

13 A B

18 A ., B

20 B A

23 B A

34 B A

39 B A

42 A B

46 A B

54 - A

64 A

81 A

The higher, score indicates the students' view
and cultural stimulating experience.

Lower score indicates college is not terribly

-80-
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VI. Independence:

Question 0 Higher Lower

7 A B

16 B A

19 A B

21 B A

26 A B

31 B

36 A B

37 A B

$8 A B

48 A B

55 B A

77 B A

Higher score indicates students think of college as a freeing experience.
They are to decide for self and achieve independence.

Lower scorestudents feel college is not a freeing experience but a pro-
longation of rules, continued dependency in loco parentis.
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VIJT. Vocational:

Question # Higher Lower

8 A

9 B A

25 A B

32 A B

41 A B

45 A B

57 A B

68 B A

69 A B

75 A B

82 A

83

Higher score--atudent feels and attaches great importance to the vocational
.aspects of college training. =

Lower score--student does not view a college education from a vocational
orientation but rather from an educational, well-rounded growth
experience.
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Appendix F

STUDENT FOLLOWUP QUESTIONNAIRE

DIRECTIONS: Please be sure to answer every question below. Mort of the
questions can be answered by just marking an X in the space to the left of
the answer you choose. Mark only one answer to each question except where
instructed to mark more than one. 1;

A. Today's Date

b. Name

C. Date of Birth

D. Check one:

F. High School

Month

Last

Day

First

Year

Middle Initial

Month, Day Year

Male
Female E. Social Security Number ---*--*----

Name City

1. Have you attended college since leaving high school?

Yes, as a full-time student.
Yea, as a, part-time student. , .

Yes, I entered but have dropped out temporarily.
Yes, I entered but dropped out and do not plan to return.
No but I plan to enter college within a year or tm.
No, but I plan to enter college eventudly; I have no

idea when.
No, and : have no plans to do so.

2. Did you want to go to college?

NO

_No, I wanted to earn money.
No, I wanted to get married.
No, I wanted to go into military service at once.
No, I was more interested in going to some other kind of

school.
No, for some other reason than above. Please specify:

OR
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YES

Yes, but I couldn't afford it.
Yes, but I couldn't because of a family errgency.
Yes, but I couldn't because I was married.
Yes, but I wasn't qualified because I hadn't taken college

preparatory courses required for admission.
Yes, but I didn't apply because my grades weren't good

enough.

Yes, I applied but wasn't accepted.
Yes, but I didn't go for some other reason. Please specify:

3a. What kind of school have you attended since leaving high school?
Please fill in name and location below.

None
A college offering bachelor's degree or higher
A junior or community college
A technical institute
A school of nursing (3-year program)
A school of practical nursing
A business school
A trade school
An armed forces enlisted school
Other (please specify)

3b. Name and location of school attended since leaving high school.

School

City

4a. Are you in a degree program?

Yes

State

No

4b. Which of the following degrees are you presently engaged in earning?

None
B.A. or. B.S.

A.A. or A.S.
Other
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5. In which of the following areas do you expect to specialize or "major"
in college? Mark one even if you haven't made up your mind definitely.
Please MARK ONLY ONE.

Mathematics
Physical sciences
Biological sciences
Social Studies
English and Literature
Foreign Languages
Fine Arts
Music
Some other (please specify)

Agriculture and Forestry
Psychology
Philosophy
Religion
Educe;: ion

Engineering
Business and Commerce
Home Economics

6. Approximately how far is your college from your home town?

7a. Have you ever applied to college?

Yes
No

7b. 'Have you ever applied to a college in New York State?

Yes
No

8a. What type of college?

Four-year private college
Four-year public college
Two-year private college
Two-year public college
Three-year nursing school
Other type (please apecify)

miles.

8b. What type of college in L'IEW YORK STATE?

Four-year public college
Four-year private college
Two-year public college
Two-year private college
Three-year nursing college
Other type (please specify)

9a. Were you accepted by any college?

Yes
No

9b. Were you accepted by a college in NEW YORK STATE?

Yea
No
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9c. Are you presently ATTENDING a college in New York State?

Yes
No

10. If you are NOT presently a full-time student, please state your present
employment (occupation). If you are unemployed, write "Unemployed."



Appendix G

COLLEGE FOLLOWUP QUESTIONNAIRE

NAME OF STUDENT

HOME ADDRESS

INSTITUTION

1. Is the above named student ATTENDING your institution?

Yes
No

2. Was the student "ACCEPTED" but is not attending your institution?

Yes, was accepted, not attending
No, was never accepted
Not applicable

3. Is he/she in a degree program?

Yes
No
Not applicable

4. Which of the following degrees is he/she presently engaged in earning?

None
B.A. or B.S.
A.A. or A.S.
Other (please specify)
Not applicable

5. Which of the following areas is he/she enrolled in as a "major" field
of study?

Mathematics Psychology
Physical sciences Philosophy
Biological sciences Religion
jocidllStudies Education
English and Literature Engineering
Foreign Languages Business and Commerce--
Fine Arts Home Economics,

Muaic Agriculture and Forestry
Some Other (please specify)
Not applicable

6. Is the subject on a scholarship?

Yes
No
Not applicable
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MEASUREMENT DETAILS FOR EACH INSTRUMENT
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Appendix h

STATE UNI7ERSITY OF NEW YORK ADMISSICN EXAMINATION

This test is sometimes referred to as the New York State Regents

Scholarship Examination. The Regents Scholarship Examination or RSE

is constructed by the State Education Department each year and is

administered by each high school to its seniors on one day during the

first week in October. Its scores serve not only as the State University

Admission Examination for the State University of New York, but are the

basis of Regents Scholarships and Scholar Incentive Program Awards.

Alternate forms of the test are offered at State University centers

throughout the State at regular intervals during the year to serve only

as the State University Admission Examination. Therefore, for the October

administration, the test is designated the Regents Scholarship Examination,

while later admtnistrations of alternate forms use the name, State

University Admission Examination.

According to Spence (1962), the SUAE is made up of two subtests,

scho.astic aptitude and achievement, each having i50 items. The aptitude

half has five parts, each having 3C items: same-opposites, reading

comprehension, verbal analogleP :figure analogies, and arithmetic reas)ning.

The achievement half also has

social studies, mathematics,

is designed to provide a mean

;e rArts, but of unequal length: English,

cience, and art and music. Each year's test

of 151 with a standard deviation of 40 plus.
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App_ndix I

THE HOLLINGSHEAD TWO FACTOR INDEX OF SOCIAL POSITION

The Hollingshead Two Factor Index of Social Position was developed to

meet the need for an objective, easily applicable procedure to estimate the

positions individuals occupy in the status of structure of our society.

Occupation and education are the two factors utilized to determine

social position. To determine the social position of an individual or of

a household, two items are essential;

1, the precise occupational role the head of the .iousehold
performs in the economy;

2, the amount of formal schooling received.

The factors are then scaled according to a system presented by

Hol'ingshead. These factors are then weighted and combined. The weight

for each factor is;

Occupation 7

Education

The scaled value is multiplied by the factor weight. The score for

Occupation and Educaliou are added together Co yield total score.

Social Class RInga of Compurcd Scores

11-17

II. 18-27

III. 28-43

IV. 44-60

V. 61-77
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Appendix J

DEFINITIONS OF THE VARIABLE MEASURED BY
THE EDWARDS PERSONAL PREFERENCE SCHEDULE

1. (ach) Achievement - To do one's best, to be successful, to accomplish

tasks requiring skill and effort, to be a recognized

authority, to accomplish something of great significance,

to do a difficult job well, to solve difficult problems

and puzzles, to be able to do things better than others,

to write a great novel or play.

2. (def) Defer - To get suggestions from others, to find out what

others think, to follow instructions and do what is

expected, to pra,,.se others, to tell others that they

have done a good job, to accept the leadership of others,

to read about great men, to conform to custom and avoid

the unconventional, to let others know and make

decisions.

3. (ord) Order - To have written work neat and organized, to make plans

before starting on a difficult task, to have things

organized, to keep things neat and orderly, to make

advance plans when taking trips, to organize details

of work, tc keep letters and files according to some

system, to have meals organized and r, definite time for

eating, to have things arranged so that they run

smoothly without change.

4. (exh) Exhibition - To say witty and clever things, to tell amusing

jokes and stories, to talk about personal experiences

and adventures, to have others notice and comment upon
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one's appearance, to say things just to see what effect

it will have on others, to talk about personal achieve-

ments, to be the center of "ttention, to use words that

others do not know the meaning of, to ask questions

others cannot answer.

5. (aut) Autonomy - To be able to come and go as desired, to say what one

thinks about things, to be independent of others in

making decisions, to feel free to do what one wants, to

do things that are unconventional, to avoid situations

where one is expected to conform, to do things without

regard to what others may think, to criticize those in

position of authority, to avoid responsibilities and

obligations.

6. (aff) Affiliation - To be loyal to friends, to p rtcipate in friendly

groups, to do things for friends, to form new friend-

ships, to make as many friends as possible, to make as

and share things with friends rather than alone, to

form strong attachments, to write letters to friends.

7. (int) Intraception - To analyze one's motives and feelings, to observe

others, to understand h.w others feel about problems,

to put one's self in another's place, to judge people

by why they do things rather than by what they do, to

analyze the motives of others, to predict how others

will act.

8. (suc) Succorance - To have others provide help when in trouble, to

seek encouragement from others, to have others be kindly,

to have others be sympathetic and understanding about
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personal problems, to receive a great deal of affection

from others, to have others do favors cheerfully, to be

helped by others when depressed, to have others feel

sorry whey' one is sick, to have a fuJs made over oae

when hurt.

9. (dom) Dominance - To argue for one's point of view, to be a leader in

groups to which one belongs, to be regarded by others

as a leader, to be elected or appointed chairman of

committees, to make group decisions, to settle argu-

ments and disputes between others, to persuade and

influence others to do what one wants, to supervise and

direct the actions of others, to tell others how to do

their jobs.

10. (aba) AIWUleAtent - To feel guilty when one does something wrong, to

accept blame when things do not go right, to feel that

personal pain and misery suffered does more good than

harm, to feel the need for punishment for wrong doing,

to feel better when giving in and avoiding a fight than

having one's own way, to feel the need for confession

of errors, to feel depressed by inability to handle

situations, to feel timid in the presence of superiors,

to feel inferior to others in most respects.

II. (nur) Nurturance - To help friends when they are in trouble, to assist

others less fortunate, to treat others with kindness

and sympathy, to forgive others, to do small favors for

ethers, to be generous with others, to sympathize with

others who are hurt or sick, to show a great deal of
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affection toward others, to have others confide in one

about personal problems.

12. (chg) Change - To do new and different things, to travel, to meet new

people, to experience novelty and cHange in daily

routine, to experiment and try new things, to eat in

new and different places, to try new and different

jobs, to move about the country and live in different

places, to participate in new fads and fashions.

13. (end) Endurance - To keep at a job until it is finished, to complete

any job undertaken, to work hard at a task, to keep

a puzzle or problem until it is solved, to work at a

single job before taking on others, to stay up late

working in order to get a job done, to put in long

hours of work without distraction, to stick at a prob-

lem even though it may seem as if no progress is being

made, to avoid being interrupted while at work.

14. (het) Heterosexuality - To go out with members of the opposite sex, to

engage in social activities with the opposite sex, to

be is love with someone of the opposite sex, to kiss

those of the opposite sex, to be regarded as physically

, attractive by those of the opposite sex, to participate

in discussions about sex, to read books and plays involv-

ing sex, to listen to or to tell jokes involving sex,

to become sexually excited.

15; (agg) Aggression - To attack contrary points of view, to tell Jthers

what one thinks about them, to criticize others publicly,

to make fun of others, to tell others off when disagree-



ing with them, to get revenge for insults, to become

angry, tc, blame othJrs when things go wrong, to read

newspaper accounts of violence.
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Appendix K

DEFINITIONS OF THE VARIABLE MEASURED
. BY THE COLLEGE IMAGE SCALE

The College Image Scales in their final tom consisted of 84 alternate

choice items :elating to seven different aspects of college. Each aspect

consisted of 12 items. Definitions of the seven categories follow.

1. Vocational - these items dealt with (1) whether vocational consid-

erations were an important part of a college curriculum;

(2) the importance of college education as a preparation

for a vocation. The aspect of college evaluated by

these items was just how vocat!onally oriented the sub-

jects were in their consideration of college.

2. Fina,lcial - these items assessed the relative cost of attending

college as perceived by seniors In high school. Items

offered comparisons with the cost of eV-ending high

school, the amount of money required to consider atten-

ding college, the necessity of part-time employment,

and the financial abilities of those who go to college

to pay their own way.

3. Intellectual - these items dealt with the extent to which college

students in general attend lectures, discussed their

subjects, appraised honor societies, and the extent to

which college students valued academic achievement.

4. Independence - these items questioned the extent of student freedom

related to personal affairs, degree of intellectual

independence, anticipated responsibility, the need to

conform to campus mores, the amount or lack of restric-
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tions on a college campus.

3, Social - these iter'.a cssessed the importance of dating, social

organizations, frequency of activities, and the mount

of time devoted to them.

6. Status - these items dealt with the role of college graduates as

community leaders, and the importance of family posi-

tion to those who attended college was included.

7. Difficulty - these items dealt with the level of difficulty of

courses and programs on the college campus; it also

included th:: amount of time that a student felt he

should be engaged in such activities.
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